Science is about passion. Why else would people focus their whole lives on work that most of their family members will never understand? Additionally, getting your body tattooed for all eternity (unless you decide to pay for expensive and painful laser removal) is about passion. In Carl Zimmer's book, *Science Ink*, these two passions converge to make some interesting body art. In the end, Mr. Zimmer has more than 200-pages of "Tattoos of the Science Obsessed," plus each ink-bearer's personal story.

The book is divided into science disciplines from Mathematics and Physics to Neuroscience and "What Makes the Mind Work." Scientists' passion for inking themselves is not limited to any discipline. Zimmer applies his elegant prose to explain the science ― and stories ― behind the tattoos showcased. Often, there is more to the tattoo besides pretty ink, as the opening passage in the book illustrates. Sandeep Robert Datta's tattoo, with each turn of the double helix on his arm, expresses an initial of his wife's name as translated to amino acid code. Other tattoos among the high gloss pages commemorate important moments in a scientist's life: receiving a PhD, a first science love, and important moments in the scientist's field.

Some of these tattoos were featured on Mr. Zimmer's blog, The Loom (<http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/loom/>), and the stories originally posted on the blog made their way into the book. Abigail Garcia sent a picture of her entropy tattoo to Zimmer's blog. She said she first fell in love with this principle in an introduction to chemistry course her freshman year of college. Tragically, Miss Garcia died in a fatal car crash not long after getting her tattoo. Her mother shared her daughter's fate on the blog, and now on the pages of Science Ink, she said she will get the same tattoo in memory of her daughter and her passion for science.

These very personal and touching stories are masterfully interwoven with the history behind how laws, like entropy, were first discovered. This book serves as an excellent reminder of why people fall in love with science in the first place.
